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NEW HOTLINE INTEGRATION WITH WISE AGENT CRM
Building a Stronger Lead Connection
AMS is happy to announce that we now offer toll free hotline integration with leading Real
Estate CRM & Transaction Management platform system, Wise Agent. Wise Agent is a
very powerful all-in-one real estate CRM platform combining contact management, lead
automation, transaction management, and real estate marketing software. Together,
AMS and Wise Agent help REALTORS® become more efficient, giving them the
opportunity to save time and make more money.

While the benefits of this partnership are plenty, below are just a few highlights:






Incoming hotline leads (name/address/caller id/script id and script title) are
automatically created/updated into your Wise Agent account.
A summary of the caller’s hotline activity (date/time of call/caller id/script id
dialed/messages indicator/duration of the call) is placed directly into the Contact
Record for quick reference.
Easily update your conversation history in the Contact Notes for future follow-up.
Quickly add hotline leads into your automated follow-up call lists and drip/text
campaign sequences.

“Exporting/importing hotlines leads from one system to another wasn’t ideal
for our clients. Taking this task and automating it just made sense.” – Mike
Kowalski, AMS President & Founder

"Our integration with AMS will make it easier than ever for agents to work and
market seamlessly across platforms, increasing productivity tenfold. - Brandon
Wise, CEO, Wise Agent"

Quickly add hard-earned hotline leads into automated follow-up call lists and drip
campaign sequences.
“I’ve been using AMS & Wise Agent for several years now and this
integration couldn’t make me happier! I’m looking forward to plugging
the holes in my follow-up and keeping more leads in my funnel.” – Ann
Marie C., Re/Max Performance

AMS offers a wide variety of tools & strategies to help Agents automate their marketing.
Each of these tools can be easily integrated with one another, allowing time for agents to
have more meaningful conversations with Buyers and Sellers, and spend less time
chasing them. Visit us online for details: www.amsforrealtors.com.

###

If you would like further information about this topic, please contact Automated
Marketing Solutions at 1-800-858-8889, email at marketing@automs.com or visit
www.AMSforRealtors.com.

To learn more about the features and benefits of Wise Agent, or begin your 14 Day FullAccess FREE TRIAL, simply click here, call 480 836-0345 or email
help@wiseagent.com.
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